Development of innovative paclitaxel-loaded small PLGA nanoparticles: study of their antiproliferative activity and their molecular interactions on prostatic cancer cells.
Taxanes, including paclitaxel, are anti-cancer drugs approved for the treatment of prostate cancer but which have limited clinical application due to their hydrophobicity, their low therapeutic index and the emergence of chemoresistance. These side effects may be avoided through the use of new drug delivery systems such as nanoparticles, and paclitaxel-loaded PLGA nanoparticles up to 200 nm in size have shown encouraging results. As it is known that size affects the tissular penetration and distribution of tumors via the enhanced permeability and retention effect, so nanoparticles smaller than 100 nm are potentially interesting vehicles for improving paclitaxel delivery and efficacy. In this work, new paclitaxel-loaded small PLGA nanoparticles, between 49 nm and 95 nm in size and with positive or negative surface charges, were prepared without detergent. They were stable in the presence of serum, and HPLC showed that high paclitaxel loading and stability were achieved. Intracellular uptake of these nanoparticles was studied in PC3 cells by flow cytometry. Confocal studies confirmed a high tubulin destructuration at very low dose with these nanoparticles. This study suggests that both positively and negatively charged paclitaxel-loaded small PLGA nanoparticles deliver this drug into PC3 cells, and that this nanoparticle mode of delivery highly improves paclitaxel efficiency by up to two log-increase. These results also highlight the importance of small nanoparticles for drug delivery in cancer applications and are extremely promising for in vivo studies.